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Abstract We investigate the energy balance and ablation regimes of glaciers in high-elevation, dry
environments using glaciometeorological data collected on six glaciers in the semiarid Andes of
North-Central Chile (29–348S, 3127–5324 m). We use a point-scale physically based energy balance (EB)
model and an enhanced Temperature-Index (ETI) model that calculates melt rates only as a function of air
temperature and net shortwave radiation. At all sites, the largest energy inputs are net shortwave and
incoming longwave radiation, which are controlled by surface albedo and elevation, respectively. Turbulent
fluxes cancel each other out at the lower sites, but as elevation increases, cold, dry and wind-exposed
conditions increase the magnitude of negative latent heat fluxes, associated with large surface sublimation
rates. In midsummer (January), ablation rates vary from 67.9 mm w.e. d21 at the lowest site (�100%
corresponding to melt), to 2.3 mm w.e. d21 at the highest site (>85% corresponding to surface
sublimation). At low-elevation, low-albedo, melt-dominated sites, the ETI model correctly reproduces melt
using a large range of possible parameters, but both the performance and parameter transferability
decrease with elevation for two main reasons: (i) the air temperature threshold approach for melt onset
does not capture the diurnal variability of melt in cold and strong irradiated environments and (ii) energy
losses decrease the correlation between melt and net shortwave radiation. We summarize our results by
means of an elevation profile of ablation components that can be used as reference in future studies of
glacier ablation in the semiarid Andes.

1. Introduction

In semiarid high-elevation regions, seasonal snow provides the largest contribution to freshwater resources
during normal and wet years [Barnett et al., 2005; Masiokas et al., 2006; Favier et al., 2009], but glacier melt
ensures minimum flow conditions during the end-of-summer and drought periods [Kaser et al., 2010; Raget-
tli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ragettli et al., 2016]. In semiarid North-Central Chile (298–348S), fresh water resources
originating in the Andes Cordillera are used for human consumption, agriculture, industry, energy genera-
tion, and mining. During the last decade, increased demand for water resources [Meza, 2013] and a severe
drought [Boisier et al., 2016; Cornwell et al., 2016] have led to a situation of extreme water stress from which
social and economic conflicts have arisen [Urkidi, 2010; Oyarz�un and Oyarz�un, 2011]. In this context, there is
a need for a better understanding of cryospheric and hydrological processes in the Andes and a more accu-
rate quantification of the water resources provided by glaciers and seasonal snow cover [Ohlanders et al.,
2013; Pellicciotti et al., 2014; Ayala et al., 2016; Ragettli et al., 2016]. In this study, we focus on the understand-
ing of the glacier energy balance and ablation across this dry, high-elevation environment and on the impli-
cations for meltwater generation and its modeling.

Melt from snow and ice can be calculated (i) as a residual of the physically based equations that describe
the energy balance at the glacier-atmosphere interface, or (ii) as the result of simplified formulae that char-
acterize the energy balance equations with a small number of input variables (usually air temperature) and
empirical factors. The main disadvantages of energy balance models are the large uncertainties in the esti-
mation of meteorological and surface input variables and physical parameters at the distributed scale and
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at remote high-elevation sites [MacDougall and Flowers, 2011; Gabbi et al., 2014; Pellicciotti et al., 2014]. On
the other hand, temperature-index models can be limited by the sometimes excessive simplification of
the physical processes and the transferability in space and time of their empirical factors [Heynen et al.,
2013; Kumar et al., 2013; Gabbi et al., 2014; Wheler et al., 2014]. Temperature-index models have been
mostly calibrated during midsummer conditions at relatively low elevations, where the snow or ice sur-
face is close to its melting point [Braithwaite, 1995; Ohmura, 2001; Pellicciotti et al., 2008; Carenzo et al.,
2009]. With few exceptions, the overall performance of empirical melt models in dry environments
under conditions favorable to sublimation has rarely been assessed [Ebnet et al., 2005; Sicart et al.,
2008]. These studies analyzed the energy balance of glaciers in diverse environments and observed
that negative latent heat fluxes associated with surface sublimation can considerably reduce the energy
available for melt [Hock, 2003; Ebnet et al., 2005] and, thus, might reduce the correlation between melt
and air temperature [Sicart et al., 2008], potentially decreasing the performance of temperature-index
models. However, to date, the magnitude of this decrease in performance has not been clearly
quantified.

Sublimation can occur at the surface or during aeolian transportation, known as blowing snow sublima-
tion. While surface sublimation can be obtained from the calculation of the turbulent latent heat fluxes
at the glacier-atmosphere interface, the estimation of blowing snow sublimation requires an additional
set of equations, which describe the dynamics of saltation and suspension layers and the sublimation
rates of snow particles in the air [Pomeroy et al., 1993; Liston and Sturm, 1998; Lehning et al., 2006].
Sublimation is often neglected in glaciohydrological models due to its relatively low magnitude in
comparison to melt, large uncertainties associated with the calculation of surface-atmosphere turbu-
lent exchanges and a general lack of high-elevation meteorological input data for its calculation [Lutz
et al., 2014; Ragettli et al., 2015; Shea et al., 2015]. Sublimation is highly variable in space and time and
can be large at sites where wind-induced snow transport is frequent and efficient [Strasser et al., 2008;
MacDonald et al., 2010; Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2013] and at sites with low air humidity, high incoming
shortwave radiation and strong winds, such as the semiarid Andes [Favier et al., 2009; Gascoin et al.,
2013].

Previous studies have found that sublimation is an important process in North-Central Chile. In the Pascua
Lama catchment (298S), Gascoin et al. [2013] estimated that sublimation represents about 71–73% of total
ablation during a complete snow season, with sublimation from blowing snow accounting up to 18% of
total ablation. Using an ice core from Tapado Glacier in northern Chile (30.18S), Ginot et al. [2006] con-
cluded that 60% of annual accumulation at 5536 m above sea level (asl) was lost as surface sublimation
during the period 1962–1999. At the point scale, other authors have quantified surface sublimation with
different results depending on elevation, latitude, and local climate [Corripio et al., 2008; Pellicciotti et al.,
2008; MacDonell et al., 2013]. A particularly interesting surface feature that is connected to surface subli-
mation are snow or ice penitentes. Penitentes have been reported at several high-elevation sites of the
semiarid Andes and are an indication of melt and surface sublimation occurring at the same time, with
sublimation taking place at the top of the cones and melt at the bottom [Lliboutry, 1954; Corripio and
Purves, 2005; Sinclair and MacDonell, 2015]. Penitentes are able to modify the surface energy balance by
reducing the overall surface albedo [Lhermitte et al., 2014] and increasing the aerodynamic surface rough-
ness length [Corripio and Purves, 2005; Nicholson et al., 2016]. Despite these important advances, there
has not been yet any attempt to quantify turbulent latent heat fluxes and surface sublimation on several
glaciers in a single comparative study, with most studies focusing on energy balance processes and meas-
urements at one site only [Corripio and Purves, 2005; Ginot et al., 2006; Pellicciotti et al., 2008; Gascoin
et al., 2011; MacDonell et al., 2013], or inferring surface sublimation amounts from regional climate models
[Favier et al., 2009].

Using a unique multisite glaciometeorological data set collected on six glaciers in the semiarid Andes of
North-Central Chile (29–348S), we aim to: (i) describe and quantify the summer glacier energy balance and
ablation over a large gradient of elevation and latitude and (ii) establish a link between the characteristics
of the glacier energy balance and the performance and parameter transferability of a temperature-index
model. As an example of a temperature-index model, we use the Enhanced Temperature-Index (ETI) model
developed by Pellicciotti et al. [2005], which has been previously used in the region [Pellicciotti et al., 2008;
Ragettli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ayala et al., 2016].
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2. Study Sites and Data

2.1. Study Region and Selected Glaciers
In semiarid North-Central Chile (298–348S), the Andes Cordillera has a width of approximately 100 km and
reaches an elevation of 6961 m asl. The climate varies from extremely dry to the north of the study region,
close to the Atacama Desert, to Mediterranean in Central Chile [Garreaud, 2009]. Precipitation predomi-
nantly occurs during winter [Falvey and Garreaud, 2007] and is controlled by El Ni~no Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the seasonal north-south displacement of the South Pacific Anticyclone [Grimm et al., 2000;
Montecinos and Aceituno, 2003]. In general, high annual amounts of precipitation are associated with El
Ni~no events and low amounts are associated with La Ni~na events, defining a strong interannual variability
[Masiokas et al., 2006; Falvey and Garreaud, 2007]. Austral summer is dominated by extremely dry and stable
atmospheric conditions with little cloudiness that result in the surface energy balance being dominated by
intense shortwave radiation [Lliboutry, 1954; Corripio et al., 2008; Pellicciotti et al., 2008]. As a result of these
conditions, precipitation and air temperature have a strong seasonality [Carrasco et al., 2005; Falvey and Gar-
reaud, 2007; Vald�es-Pineda et al., 2015]. In this study, we define as ablation season the period starting at the
time of maximum snow accumulation (August–September) and ending at the beginning of the next winter
precipitation events (April–May).

Debris-free glaciers to the north of 308S are located above 5000 m asl, have small surface areas, show few
surface signs of flow and are usually difficult to distinguish from patches of permanent snow accumulation
[Nicholson et al., 2010]. Further south, the transition from a dry to a Mediterranean climate with larger values
of annual precipitation is reflected in the presence of valley glaciers that reach elevations below 4000 m asl
[Casassa, 1995; Bown et al., 2008]. Our study sites can be grouped in two clusters, which we refer to as the
North Chile and Central Chile clusters (Figure 1 and Table 1). The North-Chile cluster is located between 29
and 308S and includes Guanaco and Tapado glaciers, whereas the Central Chile cluster is located between
32 and 348S and includes Juncal Norte, Bello, Yeso, and San Francisco glaciers. The relation between latitude
and mean glacier elevation in the semiarid Andes can be observed in Figure 1b. As most of our analyses are
based on elevation differences, we provide a description of each glacier in an order of increasing elevation
of the study sites (described in section 2.2).

Juncal Norte Glacier is located in the Aconcagua River catchment, it is one of the few north-facing glaciers
of the region and flows from the upper cirque along a narrow valley (approximately 700 m wide) sur-
rounded by steep valley walls (Figure 1a, box C). Juncal Norte Glacier is one of the most studied glaciers
of the region. Previous studies include the description and/or modeling of its energy balance [Corripio
and Purves, 2005; Pellicciotti et al., 2008], air temperature distribution [Petersen and Pellicciotti, 2011; Ayala
et al., 2015], geomorphology [Janke et al., 2015], and hydrology [Ragettli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ohlanders
et al., 2013; Ragettli et al., 2016]. San Francisco Glacier is located in El Morado National Park within the
Maipo River catchment. It is a relatively small hanging glacier and its fragmented shape suggests that it is
a remnant of a larger system (Figure 1a, box E). The glacier has a south-facing aspect and is protected
from the dominant northerly winds. Bello and Yeso glaciers are two south-facing neighbor glaciers
located 70 km east from the city of Santiago in the Maipo River catchment (Figure 1a, box D). They pro-
vide a key hydrological contribution to one of the main drinking-water reservoirs of Santiago (El Yeso res-
ervoir) [Ayala et al., 2016].

Tapado Glacier is the largest glacier in the upper Elqui River catchment (Figure 1a, box B). It is an isolated
ice mass surrounded by higher, ice-free peaks, which suggests that specific conditions, such as snow
redistribution and solar radiation shading, must be met to explain the presence of the glacier [Ginot
et al., 2006; Lhermitte et al., 2014]. Low sections of the glacier are covered by debris or have evolved into
a rock glacier [Az�ocar and Brenning, 2010; Janke et al., 2015]. Guanaco Glacier lies at the Chile-Argentina
international border within the Huasco River catchment (Figure 1a, box A). It is one the largest glaciers in
this area, but it has a relatively small surface area (1.8 km2). Guanaco Glacier has a south-facing aspect
that suggests that shading from solar radiation and shelter from predominant northwesterly winds was
important to explain its formation in this extremely arid region [Nicholson et al., 2010; Rabatel et al.,
2011; Gascoin et al., 2013]. The upper section of the glacier is exposed to intense winds which control its
energy and mass balance by causing large negative latent heat fluxes and sublimation [MacDonell et al.,
2013].
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Figure 1. (a) Location of Guanaco (A), Tapado (B), Juncal Norte (C), Bello and Yeso (D), and San Francisco (E) glaciers in North-Central Chile (298S–348S). AWSs on each glacier are shown
with their elevation as suffix. Glaciers outlines were extracted from the Chilean National Inventory [DGA, 2010]. (b) Location of the AWSs in the latitudinal distribution of the mean eleva-
tion of Andean glaciers [Arendt et al., 2014] between 298S and 348S. The central mark of each boxplot is the median, the box shows the 25th and 75th percentiles and the whiskers
extend to the most extreme data points.
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2.2. Meteorological and Glaciological Measurements
We installed a set of AWSs on San Francisco, Bello, Yeso, and Tapado glaciers for the duration of the ablation
seasons 2013–2014 and 2014–2015 (Figure 1 and Table 1). We added to these measurements two previ-
ously recorded data sets on Juncal Norte and Guanaco glaciers. Data on Juncal Norte Glacier were mea-
sured at two AWSs during the ablation season 2008–2009 [Petersen and Pellicciotti, 2011; Ragettli and
Pellicciotti, 2012] and data on Guanaco Glacier were recorded at an AWS that measured during a 2.5 years
period from November 2008 to April 2011 [MacDonell et al., 2013]. Based on previous estimations of the
Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) (Table 1), the AWSs were placed on the glacier ablation area. With the excep-
tion of the AWS on Guanaco Glacier, AWSs were allowed to sink together with the melting surface. In this
way, the height of the sensors remained constant throughout the study periods. The AWS at Guanaco Gla-
cier was drilled into the ice and thus fixed to the glacier surface. Consequently, as the glacier surface
ablated, the sensor height increased.

The AWSs recorded air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, air pressure, and incoming and outgo-
ing radiation fluxes (Table 1). Surface height was measured using ultrasonic depth gauges (UDGs) next to
the corresponding AWS. The UDGs were installed between 0.5 and 2 m over the glacier surface on metallic
frames. The frames consisted of 3–4 m horizontal aluminum pipes supported by two vertical tubes drilled
into the ice surface. Precipitation was not measured, but solid precipitation was estimated using variations
of surface height and albedo. Meteorological stations at lower valleys and albedo records suggest that most
precipitation events during the study period were occasional and of little magnitude. Air temperature and
relative humidity sensors were artificially aspirated, except for that on Guanaco Glacier. However, as strong
winds have been reported at this site [MacDonell et al., 2013], we did not correct these measurements. As
the instruments were placed on sites with local slopes below 58, we did not perform any correction for tilt

Table 1. Main Characteristics of Glaciers, AWSs, and Instruments Used in This Studya

Glacier

Elevation
Range
(m asl)

ELA
(m asl)

Area
(km2)

Station
Name

Station
Location

Period of Measurements
Time Resolution,

Sampling Rates, and
Instrumental Height Instruments

Juncal
Norte

2900
5910

4500
[Ragettli et al., 2014]

7.6 JN3127 3127 m asl
32.991S
70.109W

07–12-2008 to 15–02-2009
1 h, 5s
2.0 m

SR: Kipp & Zonen CM7B
Ta & RH: Rotronic MP-103A (aspirated)
WS: Young S-WMON
SH: Campbell SR50
Datalogger: Campbell CR10X

JN3305 3305 m asl
32.982S
70.114W

08–12-2008 to 05–02-2009
1 h, 5s
2.0 m

San
Francisco

2670
4020

1.8 SF3466 3466 m asl
33.743S
70.074W

05–11-2013 to 24–01-2014
10 min, 10s

2.0 m

Ta, RH: Young 41382 (aspirated)
SR & LR: Kipp & Zonen CNR4
SH: Campbell SR50
WS: Young 05103
Datalogger: Campbell CR3000

05–11-2014 to 08–04-2015
10 min, 10s

2.0 m
Bello 3870

5000
4600

[Ayala et al., 2016]
4.8 BE4134 4134 m asl

33.534S
69.940W

15–11-2013 to 19–03-2014
1 h, 10s

2.3 m
22–10-2014 to 19–03-2015

1 h, 10s
2.3 m

Yeso 3750
5145

4650
[Ayala et al., 2016]

3.1 YE4428 4428 m asl
33.529S
69.920W

15–11-2013 to 19–03-2014
1 h, 10s

2.0 m
05–11-2014 to 19–01-2015

1 h, 10s
2.0 m

Tapado 4100
5520

5300
[Ginot et al., 2006]

2.2 TA4775 4775 m asl
30.148S
69.925W

23–11-2013 to 10–01-2014
10 min, 10s

2.2 m

Guanaco 4990
5350

1.8 GU5324 5324 m asl
29.349S
70.018W

01–11-2008 to 30–04-2011
1 h, 10s

4.2 m (initial), 5.7 m (final)

Ta, RH: Vaisala HMO45C (not aspirated)
WS: Young 05103
SR & LR: Kipp & Zonen CNR1
SH: Campbell SR50
Datalogger: CR1000

aTa: air temperature, RH: relative humidity, WS: wind speed, SR: shortwave radiation, LR: longwave radiation, SH: surface height.
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to the incoming shortwave radiation
record. Air pressure was measured at
all sites except on Guanaco and Jun-
cal Norte Glacier. On Guanaco Glacier,
we used air pressure from a nearby
station [MacDonell et al., 2013] and
on Juncal Norte Glacier it was esti-
mated as a function of elevation. This
was also the case for the AWS on
Tapado Glacier, where air pressure
measurements had significant errors.
AWSs and UDGs were inspected
every 4–8 weeks.

At the time of the AWSs installation,
snow pits were dug on Juncal Norte,
Bello, and Tapado glaciers. The snow
density values measured on Bello Gla-
cier were used on Yeso and San Fran-
cisco glaciers, and no snow was
present on Guanaco Glacier at the
start of the study period (Table 2).
Ablation stakes were installed on Jun-
cal Norte, Bello, and Tapado glaciers
and readings were performed during

the visits to the AWSs. Penitentes developed at the AWSs sites of Tapado and Yeso glaciers. In order to
obtain an average surface lowering of the penitentes surface at Tapado Glacier, we measured the distance
from a horizontal aluminum pipe (similar to that of the UDG) to the surface every 20 cm. The average sur-
face lowering was calculated as the average of measurements along the horizontal pipe. The pipes were
reinstalled and measurements of surface lowering were performed when the AWS was visited. Nicholson
et al. [2016] have recently showed that, although this type of manual point measurements cannot capture
complex morphological changes of penitentes, they produce similar estimates of mean surface lowering
compared to more complex methods of surface mapping.

3. Methods

3.1. Energy Balance (EB) Model
We use the AWS data to force a multilayer EB model that includes physically based equations of the main
processes affecting the glacier surface. The energy balance equation for the top or surface layer (i51) is:ðz1

0
qcs

@Ti51

@t
dz5nSnet1Lnet1QH1QL1QC i51ð Þ1QM i51ð Þ1QR i51ð Þ (1)

where i is the layer number, q is the snow or ice density (kg m23), cs is the heat capacity (J kg21 K21), Ti51 is
the snow or ice temperature of the top layer (K), z is the vertical axis (positive downward), Snet is the net
shortwave radiation, n is the fraction of Snet absorbed in the surface layer, Lnet is the net longwave radiation,
QH is the turbulent sensible heat flux, and QL is the turbulent latent heat flux. QC i51ð Þ, QM i51ð Þ, and QR i51ð Þ
are the conductive heat flux, the latent heat from melt, and the latent heat from refreezing in the top layer,
respectively. The energy balance for a subsurface layer i is:ðzi

zi21

qcs
@Ti

@t
dz5Snet 12nð Þ e2b zi212z1ð Þ2e2b zi 2z1ð ÞÞ1QC ið Þ1QM ið Þ1QR ið Þ

�
(2)

where b is a decay coefficient for the shortwave radiation within the snow or ice (m21). In equation (2), the
first term on the right side represents the absorption in layer i of Snet that penetrates the snow/ice below
the top layer (Snet 12nð Þ) [Bintanja and van den Broeke, 1995]. The remaining terms are analogous to those
in equation (1). n corresponds to 1 for new snow, 0.9 for snow, and 0.8 for ice and b is 17.1 m21 for all type

Table 2. Initial Conditions and Validation Metrics of the EB Model Calculated
From the Observed and Simulated Surface Temperaturea

Glacier and
Season

Initial
Snow

Depth (m)

Initial Average
Snow Density

(kg m23)

Surface Temperature
Validation

NS RMSE (8C) MBD (8C)

JN3127
2008–2009

0.0

JN3305
2008–2009

0.7 481

SF3466
2013–2014

2.0* 520* 0.68 1.09 20.51

SF3466
2014–2015

1.7* 520* 0.65 1.20 20.44

BE4134
2013–2014

2.0 520 0.87 1.30 0.05

BE4134
2014–2015

1.7 520* 0.90 1.21 0.05

YE4428
2013–2014

2.0* 520* 0.90 1.29 0.05

YE4428
2014–2015

1.7* 520* 0.88 1.79 0.67

TA4775
2013–2014

1.1 450 0.96 0.87 20.34

GU5324
2008–2011

0.0 0.92 1.78 0.72

aGrey and blank areas are added to distinguish between glaciers. The values
of snow density and initial snow depth marked with * were inferred from BE4134
(the snow density measured on 2013–14 was also used in 2014–15).
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of snow and 2.5 m21 for ice [M€olg et al., 2012]. Albedo is not parameterized and its values are directly
derived from measurements of incoming and reflected shortwave radiation. Conductive heat fluxes are cal-
culated as:

QC5K
@T
@z

(3)

where K is thermal conductivity, which is calculated as a function of density in the case of snow and
assumed as 2.07 Wm21K21 in the case of ice [Sturm et al., 1997; Pellicciotti et al., 2009]. If the temperature of
a layer reaches 08C in equations (1) and (2), the latent heat from melt is calculated as the residual of the
energy balance equation. Total melt (M) in the vertical profile is calculated as:

M5

P
i QMi

kf qw
(4)

where QMi is the energy available for melt at layer i (W m22), kf is the latent heat of fusion (3.34�105 J kg21),
and qw is the density of water.

We include a module for the storage and refreezing of liquid water within the snowpack, where the gravita-
tional movement of liquid water occurs when a snow layer reaches its maximum storage capacity, which is
a function of snow density [Anderson, 1976; Essery et al., 2013]. Excess meltwater is converted to runoff
when all layers in the snowpack are saturated. Refreezing of meltwater occurs at snow layers when the layer
temperature drops below 08C and the liquid content is more than zero. The measured snow densities are
used as initial conditions and we increase the density of each snow layer by adding the corresponding
refrozen water mass. A value of 60 kg m23 is used for the density of new snow [MacDonell et al., 2013]. We
consider the surface as new snow when the measured albedo is higher than 0.8.

The EB model calculates surface temperature (T1Þ as a result of equation (1) and outgoing longwave radia-
tion using the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:

Lout5�rT 4
1 (5)

where Lout is outgoing longwave radiation (W m22), � is surface emissivity (taken equal to 1), and r is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (Wm22K24). As � is assumed equal to 1, Lout entirely corresponds to emitted
radiation by the surface. As incoming longwave radiation was not measured at Juncal Norte Glacier, we cal-
culate it following the parameterization of Prata [1996], which depends on air temperature, precipitable
water, and air pressure. This method has been suggested as appropriate for dry climates [Niemel€a et al.,
2001] and has been used at this site previously [Pellicciotti et al., 2008].

Turbulent heat fluxes are calculated using a first-order closure of the turbulence, a stability correction based
on the similarity theory of Monin and Obukhov [1954] and the parameterization of aerodynamic surface
roughness length for temperature and humidity proposed by Andreas [1987]. Despite the fact that several
of its assumptions are not valid over glacier slopes, it has been shown that a bulk-formulation of the Monin-
Obukhov stability correction provides reasonable results on glacier surfaces where a stable stratification
forms [Denby and Greuell, 2000] and it has been widely used in glaciological research [e.g., Brock et al., 2006;
Winkler et al., 2009]. The turbulent heat fluxes are calculated as:

QH5 qair � cp � k2 �WS � Ta2T1

ln zins2d0
z0

� �
2Wm

� �
� ln zins2d0

zt

� �
2Wt

� � (6)

QL5 qair � kv � k2 �WS � qa2q1

ln zins2d0
z0

� �
2Wm

� �
� ln zins2d0

zq

� �
2Wq

� � (7)

where qair is air density (1.26 kg m23), cp is the specific heat of air (J kg21 K21), k is the Von Karman constant
(0.4), WS is wind speed (m s21), kv is the latent heat of vaporization/sublimation (J kg21), qa and q1 are the
specific humidity of air and glacier surface, zins is the instrumental height (m), d0 is the displacement length
(m), z0, zt; and zq are the surface roughness length for momentum, temperature and humidity (m), and Wm,
Wt , and Wq are the vertically integrated stability correction functions. The complete formulation of the tur-
bulent fluxes equations used in this study can be found in Carenzo [2012] and Dadic et al. [2012]. We use a
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z0 value of 0.1, 1, and 2 mm for new snow, snow, and ice, respectively [Pellicciotti et al., 2005]. Neg-
ative values of QL are converted to surface sublimation if T1 < 0�C or to evaporation if T150�C. In
the same way, positive values of QL are converted to deposition or condensation [Hock and Holmg-
ren, 2005]. The displacement length is calculated as linear function of z0 [Brutsaert, 1982; Corripio,
2003; Dadic et al., 2012]. Penitentes are not modeled explicitly, but we use a z0 value of 0.2 m to
include their effect on the turbulent fluxes at Tapado and Yeso glaciers. This value of z0 was esti-
mated by Corripio and Purves [2005] for fully developed penitentes in the semiarid Andes of Central
Chile and is in the range of computations performed by Nicholson et al. [2016] for the same site at
Tapado Glacier (0.10–0.50 m).

Blowing snow sublimation is calculated from the saltation and suspension layers using a 1-D adaptation of
the equations of the SnowTran-3-D model [Liston and Sturm, 1998], which uses several of the equations pro-
posed by Pomeroy et al. [1993]. While the wind speed threshold for snow transport is defined as a function
of air temperature in the case of dry snow [Li and Pomeroy, 1997], we neglect the snow transport from a
snow surface that has been exposed to air temperatures higher than 08C (wet snow). As we only perform a
point-scale simulation, the lateral advection of snow in the saltation and suspension layers is neglected in
the equations. We do not have direct observations of the occurrence of blowing snow episodes to validate
this model component, but we decided to include this module, the equations of which have been tested in
different climatic settings [e.g., Liston and Sturm, 1998; Strasser et al., 2008; Gascoin et al., 2013], to provide
an estimation of the amounts of blowing sublimation during the ablation season on these glaciers. We
keep these calculations as a reference value and we do not include the calculated values of blowing snow
sublimation in the simulated surface ablation.

The EB model is run with an hourly time step at every site except at Tapado and San Francisco glaciers,
where available measurements at 10 min intervals are used. A subtime step of one minute is used at
every site to avoid numerical instabilities in the calculation of heat conduction and latent heat fluxes
within the snow and ice. The Crank-Nicolson method is used to numerically solve the heat conduction.
We discretize the first 10 cm of the initial snow height in 2.5 cm layers, the remaining snow depth in
25 cm layers, and the ice column in 3 m layers. If at the starting time of the simulations there is no
accumulated snow, we discretize the first 10 cm of ice in layers of 2.5 cm, the next meter in layers of
25 cm and the remaining ice column in layers of 3 m. When the simulated cumulative ablation (accu-
mulation) amounts to more than 2.5 cm, the top layer is removed (added) and the snow and ice pro-
files are updated accordingly. We keep the initial number of layers constant through the simulation
period and we used a boundary condition for temperature at a depth of 15 m at each study site. This
temperature was measured at Guanaco Glacier (–6.58C) [MacDonell et al., 2013] and it is estimated as
258C for the rest of the study sites. EB model outputs are validated using ablation stakes, the continu-
ous UDG surface height records, and Lout measurements, from which we estimate surface temperature
using a surface emissivity of 1. The initial snow height and density used at each site are provided in
Table 2.

As some of the EB model parameters are not measured in the field, or are not measured at every site
and season (the case of snow density), we perform an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis to: (i) quantify
the uncertainty in ablation rates given a range of possible values of the EB model parameters, and (ii)
identify the parameters to which ablation rates are most correlated. For this, we select five EB model
parameters: z0, qs , �, n; and b. A detailed description of the methodology and results of this analysis is
provided in the supporting information, and just the main results are summarized in the following
sections.

3.2. Enhanced Temperature Index (ETI) Model
The ETI model can be understood as a simplified energy balance model where the energy available for melt
is calculated as a function of the shortwave radiation balance and air temperature [Pellicciotti et al., 2005].
The model has been previously applied in diverse mountain environments, including the semiarid Andes
[Pellicciotti et al., 2008; Ragettli et al., 2016], the Alps [Finger et al., 2011; Gabbi et al., 2014], and Himalaya
[Ragettli et al., 2013, 2015]. While the shortwave radiation balance is treated explicitly as an individual term,
the longwave radiation balance, turbulent fluxes, and internal heat fluxes are aggregated into a term line-
arly related to air temperature:
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M5
SRF � Sin � 12að Þ1TF � Ta Ta > TT

0 Ta � TT

(
(8)

where M is melt (mm h21), SRF is a shortwave radiation factor (mm h21 W21 m2), Sin is incoming short-
wave radiation (W m2), a is the surface albedo, TF is a temperature factor (mm h218C21), Ta is air temper-
ature (8C), and TT is the temperature threshold for melt onset (8C). In time steps when TT is below 08C
and air temperature is between TT and 08C, we set the contribution of melt from the temperature term
to zero. In this way, the ETI model is able to simulate melt during periods with air temperatures below
08C and strong Sin, which is a meteorological condition typical of high-elevation sites in the semiarid
Andes.

We calibrate the ETI parameters against hourly melt rates simulated by the EB model for the entire period
(seasonally calibrated ETI) and separately for each month with more than 15 days of data available (monthly
calibrated ETI). The optimal parameter set is selected as the one that provides the maximum Nash-Sutcliffe
value.

In order to evaluate the transferability in space and time of the ETI parameters, we define a cross-validation
procedure in which we force the ETI model with input variables from one site and season and seasonally
calibrated parameters from the remaining sites. Subsequently, we further evaluate the performance of the
ETI model in two ways. First, we study the ability of the air temperature threshold approach to identify the
onset of melt. In this analysis, we calculate the portion of melt simulated by the ETI model on time steps
when the EB model does not simulate melt and vice versa. In this way, we define an error type 1 (T1), or
false positive, as the situation when there is no energy available for melt, i.e., the EB model does not simu-
late melt, but the air temperature is above TT , i.e., the ETI model prescribes melt. Analogously, we define an
error type 2 (T2), or false negative, as the absence of melt in the ETI model in time steps when there is
energy available for melt. Second, we study the relation between melt, energy inputs to the glacier surface
and meteorological variables using the Pearson correlation coefficient. For this, we define the temperature-
dependent fraction of the energy inputs (U), similar to the approach of Pellicciotti et al. [2008] and Giesen
and Oerlemans [2012], as:

U5Lin1QH1QL (9)

where Lin is incoming longwave radiation.

3.3. Metrics of Model Evaluation
We use as metrics to compare reference and simulated values the Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) coefficient, the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE), and the Mean Bias Difference (MBD). As the RMSE is a well-known metric, we pro-
vide here only the equations of NS and MBD:

NS512

Pn
i51 ySIM i2yOBS ið Þ2Pn
i51 yOBS i2yOBSð Þ2

(10)

MBD5
1
n

Xn

i51

ySIM i2yOBS ið Þ (11)

where ySIM and yOBS are the simulated and observed values and n is the length of the sample.

4. Results

4.1. Meteorological Measurements
Figure 2 shows comparison of meteorological input variables at each glacier, during the main part of the
ablation season (November–February). Although Figure 2 compares monthly averages calculated over dif-
ferent seasons in the period 2008–2015 (see Table 1 for the period of record of each AWS), it provides an
overview of the dominant meteorological conditions at each site. Hereafter study sites are arranged by their
elevation. Air temperature exhibits a clear relation with elevation in each month, with exceptions in January
for Bello, Tapado, and Yeso glaciers (Figure 2a). Relative humidity varies between 30 and 60% across the
study region, but there is no clear relation to elevation or latitude (Figure 2b). Whereas monthly averaged
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values are relatively stable at each site during summer, daily values of relative humidity have a large variability
within each month (Figure 2b). Wind data do not show large differences from site to site (Figure 2c), with the
exception of GU5324 where wind speed is significantly higher than at the rest of the study sites. Sin increases
with increasing elevation, but this can also be explained by differences in cloudiness and potential Sin

between the North and Central Chile clusters (Figure 2d). Lin has a decreasing trend with elevation (Figure 2e),
which is a consequence of the lower air temperature and the larger atmospheric transparency due to the
lower water vapor content at higher elevations [Marty et al., 2002]. Lin estimated for Juncal Norte Glacier is
lower than what can be expected from the observed regional trend, suggesting that either the tongue of Jun-
cal Norte Glacier has a more cloud-free condition than the other sites (Figure 2d) or the selected parameteriza-
tion [Prata, 1996] underestimates Lin and a parameter recalibration might be necessary.

4.2. Energy Balance Model
4.2.1. Validation
Variations in surface height are well reproduced by the EB model (Figure 3), with the exception of some
errors at sites above 4000 m a.s.l. (Figures 3e–3i) and toward the end of the observation periods at BE4134
and YE4428 in 2013–2014 (Figures 3d–3f). Unfortunately, UDGs did not work during the entire ablation sea-
son at several sites (Figures 3c, 3d, 3e, and 3g). Some of the errors are likely caused by a wrong

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) 

Figure 2. Monthly mean (color bars) and standard deviation derived from daily mean values (black vertical lines) of (a) air temperature,
(b) relative humidity, (c) wind speed, (d) incoming shortwave radiation (Sin), and (e) incoming longwave radiation (Lin) at each glacier for
the period November–February. Monthly mean values were calculated as the average over different years depending on data availability
(see Table 1). Wind speed data from Guanaco Glacier were transferred to a 2 m height using the logarithmic profile used in the EB model.
See site codes in Figure 1.
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representation of occasional snowfalls (Figures 3e, 3f, 3g, and 3i) or periods when the glacier surface
increases its roughness (Figures 3d, 3g, and 3h). At GU5328, ablation was overestimated during a short
period at the beginning of the simulation period and this error is carried for that entire year, though simu-
lated and observed curves are parallel most of the time.

Table 2 shows that simulated and observed surface temperature values are also in good agreement
(Table 2). RMSE ranges between 0.87 and 1.798C while NS ranges between 0.65 and 0.96. MBD values are
below 0.728C in absolute terms and are both positive and negative, which suggests that the model does
not systematically over or underestimate surface temperature. During the season 2014–2015, the EB model
correctly reproduces surface elevation changes at SF3466 (Figure 3c), but simulated and observed values of
surface temperature show one of the lowest agreements of all sites and seasons (Table 2). This might be
caused by a number of reasons, including sensor biases and surface conditions that are not well repre-
sented by the values of the model parameters, particularly surface emissivity, heat capacity, thermal con-
ductivity, and snow density.
4.2.2. Energy and Summer Mass Balance
Figure 4 shows monthly average surface energy fluxes and albedo at different times of the ablation season
at each study site. The aim of this figure is to show how the altitudinal patterns of surface energy fluxes and
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a) JN3127 
2008-09 

b) JN3305 
2008-09 

c) SF3466  
2014-15 

d) BE4134 
2013-14 

e) BE4134 
2014-15 

h) TA4775 
2013-14 

i) GU5328  
2008-11 

f) YE4428 
2013-14 

g) YE4428 
2014-15 

Figure 3. Comparison of observed (OBS) and EB simulated (SIM) cumulative values of hourly surface height change at sites with surface
height sensors and/or ablation stake readings. (a)–(h) The same time period in the x axis is used (15 October to 30 April of corresponding
years) and the ticks show the first day of each month. (i) The entire time extent of data collected at GU5324 is shown in the x acis (Novem-
ber 2008 to April 2011) and the ticks show the first day of each year. Note that, to facilitate the comparison between observed and simu-
lated values, the y axis of the Figures 3g, 3h, and 3i have a different upper limit than at the rest of the plots.
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albedo evolve over the ablation season. As an indication of the interannual variability, the maximum and
minimum monthly mean values calculated for sites with data available for more than one season are also
shown. In November (Figure 4a), albedo is relatively uniform across the available sites and varies between
0.5 and 0.65. Lin and Snet are the largest energy inputs to the glacier and have a decreasing and increasing
trend with elevation, respectively. The trend of Lin can be explained by a colder air temperature and a lower
humidity at higher elevations and the trend in Snet can be explained by a decrease in cloudiness and an
increase in potential Sin at lower latitudes (see Figures 2a, 2b, and 2d). QH is positive and QL is negative at all
study sites. Their magnitudes are similar at SF3466, but while QH remains relatively uniform, QL strongly
decreases with elevation from 215 to<2100 W m22. As the ablation season advances (Figures 4b and 4c),
albedo decreases at all sites except at GU5324, where it slightly increases in January due to occasional
snowfalls. At each site, the decrease in albedo produces an increase of Snet . QH is largest at the sites on the
tongue of Juncal Norte Glacier, due to the afternoon advection of warm air from the proglacial valley
[Petersen and Pellicciotti, 2011; Ayala et al., 2015], and at TA4775, due to the large surface roughness associ-
ated with penitentes (Figure 2b). QC is positive and relatively small at the average monthly scale, though its
diurnal variation might show large positive and negative values. Lout tends to decrease with elevation due
to colder surface temperatures, but its variations are smaller than those of the rest of the energy fluxes. The
interannual differences in energy fluxes and albedo are small and do not modify the described altitudinal
patterns, with the exception of SF3466, where the seasonal snow cover disappeared earlier in summer
2014–2015 than in the previous year, exposing the ice and producing a low albedo in January.

Using the same structure as Figure 4, Figure 5 presents the most relevant mass balance components as a
percentage of total ablation. Hereafter, we refer to total ablation as the sum of melt, evaporation, and sur-
face sublimation. In November (Figure 5a), total ablation has a dominant decreasing trend with elevation
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Figure 4. Average surface energy fluxes (left axis) and surface albedo (right axis) in (a) November, (b) December, and (c) January at each
study site and season. Energy fluxes are net shortwave radiation (Snet ), incoming longwave radiation (Lin), outgoing longwave radiation
(Lout ), turbulent sensible heat flux (QH), turbulent latent heat flux (QL), and conductive heat fluxes to the surface layer (QC ). At sites with
data available for more than one season, we show the maximum and minimum monthly mean value as upper and lower lines above and
below the average value.
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from 28 mm water equivalent (w.e.) d21 at SF3466 to 3 mm w.e. d21 at GU5324. Melt almost completely
dominates ablation at SF3466, but consistently decreases from nearly 100 to 0% of total ablation at higher
elevations. Surface sublimation has an increasing role with elevation and completely dominates ablation at
GU5324, due to its cold temperature, low air pressure, and strong winds (Figures 2a–2c). Refreezing values
are equivalent to 23% of total ablation at SF3466 and increase with elevation up to 73% at YE4428. At
GU5324 refreezing is close to zero because there is no meltwater available. As the ablation season advances
(Figures 5b and 5c), total ablation tends to increase, melt almost completely dominates ablation, the relative
importance of refreezing decreases, and surface sublimation is only relevant at the highest sites. Evapora-
tion occurs at sites with available meltwater and large negative QL . The decrease of refreezing along the
season is associated with the disappearance of the snowpack or a reduction of its cold content, which
results in an increase of the effective meltwater runoff. The interannual differences are largest at SF3466,
where the low-albedo ice was exposed at different times of the summer season during the analyzed years
(see Figure 4c).

In Table 3, we further analyze the variation of midsummer ablation rates by comparing daily average rates
of melt, surface sublimation, and evaporation. Melt decreases with elevation from 67.2 mm w.e. d21 at
JN3127 to values between 25 and 35 mm w.e. d21 at YE4428 and TA4775. At GU5324, melt sharply
decreases to values below 1 mm w.e. d21. Surface sublimation has a general increasing trend with elevation
from values smaller than 0.5 mm w.e. d21 at JN3127 and SF3466 to values larger than 1.5 mm w.e. d21 at
TA4775 and GU5324. Evaporation rates are generally below 1 mm w.e. d21, with the exception of TA4775,
where a combination of available meltwater and large negative latent fluxes associated with the rough sur-
face produces rates of 2 mm w.e. d21. As the other mass balance components, such as precipitation, deposi-
tion, and blowing snow sublimation, are considerably smaller than melt, surface sublimation, and
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Figure 5. Most relevant mass balance components during (a) November, (b) December, and (c) January. Left axis shows the percentage
that each component represents of total ablation (considered as the sum of melt, surface sublimation and evaporation). Right axis shows
the daily average of total ablation. Precipitation, condensation, deposition, and blowing snow sublimation are not shown due to their low
values. At sites with data available for more than one season, we show the maximum and minimum monthly mean value as upper and
lower lines above and below the average value.
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evaporation, we do not present them here.
For a full comparison of energy fluxes and
ablation rates, see supporting information
Table S1.

Results of the uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis (see supporting information for
details) show that parameter uncertainty in
the EB model produces small variations in
surface sublimation (<1 mm w.e. d21) and
melt rates (<12 mm w.e. d21). In relative
terms, these variations are generally small
(<4% in melt and <8% in surface sublima-
tion), but they can be large at sites with
small ablation rates (65% in melt and 28%
in surface sublimation). From the five
selected parameters (z0, qs, �, n, and b), we
only find significant correlations (>0.93)
between z0 and the ablation rates.

4.3. ETI Model
4.3.1. Model Parameters and
Transferability
The optimal values of the ETI parameters
are shown in Table 4 and analyzed in Figure
6. In Figure 6, we plot their distribution and
main properties, except for GU5324, for

which the low performance of the model does not grant drawing meaningful conclusions. We find a clear
relation between TT and average air temperature for seasonally (Figure 6a) and monthly (Figure 6b) cali-
brated parameters. In general, warm temperatures are associated with large values of TT . In Figures 6c and
6d, we show the distribution across sites of seasonally and monthly calibrated parameters with error bars

Table 3. Average Rates of Melt, Surface Sublimation, and Evaporation at
Each Site During the Period December–January of Each Ablation Seasona

Glacier
Season

Melt
(mm w.e. d21)

Surface
Sublimation

(mm w.e. d21)
Evaporation

(mm w.e. d21)

JN3127
2008–2009

67.2 0.2 0.5

JN3305
2008–2009

58.5 0.2 0.6

SF3466
2013–2014

65.5 0.3 0.2

SF3466
2014–2015

36.9 0.3 0.1

BE4134
2013–2014

49.3 0.6 0.6

BE4134
2014–2015

57.6 0.6 0.7

YE4428
2013–2014

33.1 1.0 0.8

YE4428
2014–2015

26.9 0.5 0.3

TA4775
2014–2015

31.1 1.6 2.0

GU5324
2008–2009

0.2 1.7 0.0

GU5324
2009–2010

0.8 2.0 0.1

GU5324
2010–2011

0.0 2.2 0.0

aGrey and blank areas are added to distinguish between glaciers.

Table 4. Parameters and Validation Metrics of the ETI Modela

Glacier AWS Season

Seasonally Calibrated ETI Parameters
(Ranges for the Optimal

Values are Shown in Parenthesis)
Validation Metrics Seasonally
Calibrated ETI (Entire Season)

Validation Metrics Monthly
Calibrated ETI (Entire Season)

SRF
(mm h21 W21 m2) *1024

TF
(mm h21 8C) *1024

TT

(8C) NS
RMSE

(mm h21)
MBD

(mm h21) NS
RMSE

(mm h21)
MBD

(mm h21)

Juncal
Norte

JN3127 2008–2009 99
(85–108)

100
(0–750)

5.5 0.98 0.57 0.06 0.98 0.56 0.03

JN3305 2008–2009 99
(83–101)

0
(0–400)

4.0 0.97 0.62 0.10 0.97 0.60 0.09

San
Francisco

SF3466 2013–2014 100
(87–108)

50
(50–550)

2.0 0.97 0.50 0.02 0.98 0.48 0.01

2014–2015 94
(83–101)

0
(50–250)

1.5 0.97 0.44 0.03 0.97 0.42 0.04

Bello BE4134 2013–2014 67
(57–76)

950
(300–1800)

21.5 0.87 0.84 0.16 0.90 0.72 0.11

2014–2015 74
(64–82)

400
(150–950)

21.5 0.89 0.83 0.15 0.92 0.72 0.10

Yeso YE4428 2013–2014 50
(42–57)

2400
(2050–2950)

21.5 0.83 0.81 0.11 0.87 0.72 0.07

2014–2015 54
(46–62)

1400
(850–2000)

22.5 0.78 0.72 0.09 0.80 0.68 0.05

Tapado TA4775 2013–2014 41
(34–47)

2450
(2050–3100)

23.5 0.82 0.73 0.15 0.83 0.70 0.11

Guanaco GU5324 2008–2011 6
(5–7)

200
(100–300)

1.0 0.16 0.10 0.00 0.41 0.13 0.00

aValues of the validation metrics are calculated by comparing hourly melt rates from the ETI model with those of the EB model. Optimal values of the seasonally calibrated SRF and
TF are provided with the ranges that produce variations of 1% in the optimal NS value. Grey and blank areas are added to distinguish between glaciers.
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depicting the range that produces variations of 1% in the optimal value of the NS coefficient. Seasonally cal-
ibrated SRF and TF values vary little between sites below 4000 m asl and their values are clustered around
97 mm m2 h21 W21 1024 and 50 mm h218C21 1024, respectively. On the other hand, the intersite variability
of these parameters at the locations above 4000 m asl is significantly larger with values of SRF between 40
and 75 mm m2 h21 W21 1024 and values of TF between 400 and 2500 mm h218C21 1024. In general, large
values of TF are associated with small values of SRF. We detect two outliers in the main trends of the
monthly calibrated ETI parameters. These outliers correspond to BE4134 and YE4428 in March 2014 (see
Figure 6d) and are caused by a lower than expected SRF optimal value. We think that this low value is
connected to the difficulties of the EB model to simulate ablation during late summer 2015 (see Figure 3d–
3f). To analyze the issue of equifinality in the ETI model parameters, we present the location of the maxi-
mum NS value in the ETI parameter space at JN3127 (Figure 6e) and TA4775 (Figure 6f). An equifinality issue
is apparent, with a range of parameter sets producing similar values of the NS coefficient. Importantly, the
performance of the ETI model at JN3127 is not significantly affected by changes in the parameters within
the presented ranges (Figure 6e). In contrast, at TA4775, the NS values are very sensitive to variations of
SRF, while variations in TF have a small effect (Figure 6f).

Figure 7 shows results from the analysis of transferability of the seasonally calibrated ETI parameters. There
is a consistent transferability of ETI parameters among the study sites located within the 3000–4000 m asl
elevation band (NS between 0.84 and 0.98) and a less consistent one among sites located within the 4000–
5000 m asl elevation band (NS between 0.63 and 0.89). The ETI parameters optimized for sites above
4000 m asl have a better performance when simulating melt at sites below 4000 m asl (NS between 0.71

e) f) 

a) 

c) d) 

TA4775 
YE4428 

SF3466 

JN3127 

JN3305 

BE4134 

BE4134 
YE4428 
Mar2014 

b) 

Figure 6. (a and b) Optimal values of TT as a function of average air temperature for (a) seasonally calibrated and (b) monthly calibrated
parameters. (c and d) Optimal values of TF and SRF for (c) seasonally calibrated and (d) monthly calibrated parameters. Markers show the
location of the optimal parameter set and bars show the range of parameters that produce variations of 1% in the maximum NS value. In
Figure 6d, we highlight the outliers of general tendencies. (e and f) NS values and optimal parameters of JN 3127 and TA4775 in the
parameter space of (e) JN3127 and (f) TA4775. GU5324 is not shown due to low model performance.
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and 0.93) than vice versa (NS between 0.06 and 0.83). This behavior can be explained by the fact that at sites
below 4000 m asl, there are larger ranges of parameter values producing NS coefficients above 0.7, than at
sites above this elevation (Figures 6e and 6f). Parameters calculated for GU5324 do not perform well there
or at other sites and parameters from other sites do not perform well at GU5324.
4.3.2. Model Performance
Validation metrics for the seasonally and monthly calibrated ETI model are presented in Table 4. The sea-
sonally calibrated ETI model is able to reproduce melt with NS values above 0.78 at all sites except for
GU5324, where the performance is very poor (NS 5 0.16). RMSE and MBD values are low (<0.9 and
<0.12 mm h21, respectively), but the ETI model has a tendency to overestimate melt (all MBD values are
positive). In general, all validation metrics are considerably better for melt-dominated sites below 4000 m
asl than for sites above this elevation. Interestingly, all validation metrics improve when monthly calibrated
parameters are used (with the exception of the RMSE at GU5324), especially at sites above 4000 m asl.

In Figure 8, we compare diurnal cycles of surface energy fluxes and melt rates in January 2014 (San Fran-
cisco, Bello, Yeso, and Tapado glaciers) and January 2009 (Juncal Norte and Guanaco glaciers). Melt rates
from the EB model decrease with elevation in response to lower Snet (due to a higher albedo), more nega-
tive Lnet , lower QH, and more negative QL . An exception to these general trends occurs at TA4775, where
the rough penitentes surface produces large turbulent heat fluxes. The performance of the ETI model also
decreases with elevation. Most notably, at elevations above 4000 m asl., the ETI model largely overestimates
melt during the morning, when air temperatures are warmer than TT , but the surface has not yet reached
08C. The calibration procedure (based on the maximization of the NS value) attempts to reduce the total
error by compensating the overestimation produced in the morning by an underestimation of the daily
maximum in the afternoon. The validation metrics indicate that, in this midsummer condition (January), the
use of monthly calibrated ETI parameters produces improvement in the performance of the ETI model,
especially at sites between 4000 and 5000 m asl.

In Figure 9, we analyze the relationship between the performance of the ETI model and the relative impor-
tance of mass losses to the atmosphere (the sum of surface sublimation and evaporation) in the total
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Figure 7. NS values of the seasonally calibrated ETI model calculated using input data from each site and season (vertical axis) and param-
eters from the other sites and seasons (horizontal axis). Ranges of NS values are shown in green (� 0:9), yellow (� 0:8 and <0:9), and light
red (� 0:7 and <0:8). Blue braces indicate ranges of elevation.
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ablation. Mass losses to the atmosphere can be understood as representing the role of QL in the energy bal-
ance. There is a clear decreasing trend of performance in the seasonally calibrated ETI model as a function
of the losses to the atmosphere, which can be seen in the decrease of NS (Figure 9a) and the increase of RM
SE (Figure 9b) and MBD (Figure 9c), respectively, for increasing values of the losses to the atmosphere as
percentage of total ablation. This behavior is evident also for the NS values of the monthly calibrated ETI
(Figure 9d), but it is not so clear for the RMSE (Figure 9e) or the MBD (Figure 9f), which present some small
values (RMSE < 0:6 mm h21 and MBD < 0:05 mm h21) corresponding to large losses to the atmosphere
(>10%) at BE4134 and YE4428. These small values of RMSE and MBD are likely explained by the small mag-
nitude of melt rates.

Results of the evaluation of the ETI model performance are presented in Figure 10. Sites with a higher eleva-
tion have a larger percentage of their ETI simulated melt associated with one of the two error types, particu-
larly to error T1 (false positive) (Figure 10a), as suggested by Figure 8. Between 4000 and 5000 m asl, the air
temperature threshold approach leads to errors between 4 and 10% of the total simulated melt. At GU5324,
these errors reach more than 70%. Figure 10b summarizes results from the correlation analyses between
melt from the SEB model and the input variables to the ETI model (Snet and Ta) at an hourly time step. As
we use albedo values measured in the field, we treat Snet and not Sin as an input variable to the ETI model.
While the correlation between melt and Snet decreases with elevation, the correlation between melt and Ta

varies from site to site without exhibiting a clear trend. Finally, Figure 10c shows the correlation between
the temperature-dependent part of the energy inputs (U) and meteorological input variables (Ta, RH, and
WS). Correlation between U and Ta and RH varies from 20.1 to 0.75 and does not exhibit a clear relationship
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Figure 8. Average diurnal cycles of energy fluxes (left axis) and melt rates (right axis) during January 2014 at SF3466, BE4134, YE4428, and
TA4775 and during January 2009 at JN3305 and GU5324. Melt rates are calculated using the EB model (M EB), the seasonally calibrated ETI
(M ETI season) and the monthly calibrated ETI (M ETI month). At each site, we show NS, RMSE, and MBD values for January of the seasonally
(left value) and monthly calibrated (right value) ETI model.
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with elevation. Interestingly, the correlation between melt and WS varies from positive at the lower sites
(>0.5 at the sites on Juncal Norte Glacier), to nonsignificant at the sites on San Francisco and Bello glaciers,
to negative above 4400 m asl (up to 20.75 at YE4428). These results reflect the fact that at the lower sites,
the sum of the turbulent fluxes is dominated by positive values of QH, which are associated with warm
upvalley winds that enhance melt, whereas at the higher sites, turbulent fluxes are dominated by negative
values of QL that enhance surface sublimation.

5. Discussion

5.1. Energy and Summer Mass Balance
Our results suggest that the energy balance and ablation across the region, or across a single glacier with a
large elevation range, can be roughly described based on altitudinal differences. However, differences in
local slope, aspect, wind exposition, and local climate need to be considered when analyzing a new site.
From our data set, it is difficult to conclude if, or how, the specific characteristics of each site have biased
our results and in which measure. Apart from the interannual differences in our data set, the most evident
problems are that our high-elevation sites are also those located in the North-Chile cluster (TA4775 and
GU5324), that the highest site is also the windiest (GU5324), and that the lowest sites are also on the only
north-facing glacier (Juncal Norte Glacier). However, the energy balance and ablation rates of these sites
agree with the altitudinal trends obtained from San Francisco, Bello, and Yeso glaciers, which are likely to
be comparable, because they are located in the same region, have similar topographic characteristics and
field campaigns were performed during the same seasons.

a) b) 

d) e) 

Losses to the atmosphere as a percentage of total ablation [%] 

c) 

f) 

TA4775 
YE4428 

SF3466 

JN3127 
JN3305 

BE4134 

Figure 9. NS, RMSE, and MBD values of the ETI model as a function of the losses to the atmosphere (the sum of surface sublimation and evaporation). Losses to the atmosphere are pre-
sented as a percentage of total ablation (the sum of surface sublimation, evaporation, and melt). (a–c) Results of seasonally calibrated parameters. (d–f) Results of monthly calibrated
parameters. GU5324 is not shown due to the low performance of the ETI model.
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Based on our results and Figure 5 in particular, we propose a conceptual model that describes the seasonal
evolution of summer mass balance along the elevation profile of glaciers in the semiarid Andes (Figure 11).
These curves show how, as the ablation season advances, areas where melt is the largest component of
ablation spread to higher elevations, refreezing amounts are less important and surface sublimation is likely
restricted to high-elevation, wind-exposed sites. Our suggested elevation profiles provide a conceptual
base for understanding the summer mass balance of glaciers in the semiarid Andes. These curves are con-
sistent with previous point-scale estimations of ablation rates at different elevations in the semiarid Andes
[Pellicciotti et al., 2008; Favier et al., 2009; Gascoin et al., 2011; MacDonell et al., 2013], but are in contrast to
results from other regions of the world, such as the inner tropics, where summer is warm and humid, the
area below the ELA is extremely small and sublimation rates in summer are low [Kaser, 2001; Sicart et al.,
2005]. Since total ablation decreases with elevation the importance of surface sublimation in the annual
mass balance might be minor on glaciers with a considerable part of their surface area below 4000 m asl.
As the mass balance of debris-covered glaciers is controlled by different factors [Ayala et al., 2016], these
profiles are likely only valid for debris-free glaciers. A distributed energy balance model applied to multiple
glaciers of the region could confirm (or reject) the validity of our summer mass balance conceptualization
on each glacier separately or as a regional trend. We note that without data from winter our results are not
valid for the annual mass balance.

There are a number of factors that can add uncertainty to results of the EB model in this type of high eleva-
tion, remote environment. Extreme meteorological conditions, instrumental errors and tilted sensors fre-
quently affect the data collected for input to the model. In addition, several properties of the snow and ice
and physical parameters in the EB model might be subject to large uncertainties in their values, such as the
snow density, surface emissivity, and the fraction of Snet absorbed by the first layer. As our AWSs were fre-
quently visited and we performed a thorough data quality control, we believe that our field data are of high

Figure 10. (a) Errors produced by the temperature threshold strategy used by the ETI model to identify the onset of melt. Error T1, or false
positive, refers to the situation when the EB model does not produce melt, but the ETI model does. Error T2, or false negative refers to the
opposite case. Figure 10a refers to total melt simulated by the EB model. (b) Correlation coefficients between melt from the EB model and
the input variables to the ETI model (Snet and Ta) at an hourly time step. (c) Correlation coefficients between the temperature-dependent
part of the surface energy balance (U) and air temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH) and wind speed (WS) at an hourly time step.
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quality and their associated uncertainties are small. Additionally, as suggested by our uncertainty analysis,
the general patterns of energy fluxes and total ablation described in the previous sections are not largely
affected by the uncertainty in the parameters of the EB model.

Within our set of selected EB model parameters, we find that variations in ablation rates due to parameter
uncertainty are mostly correlated to z0 values, which modify the magnitude of the turbulent heat fluxes. We
show that the uncertainty in z0 values has a small effect on the altitudinal variations of total ablation, but
the exact partitioning of ablation components can be affected by the selection of the z0 value, especially at
sites with small ablation rates. In fact, one of the most challenging problems in this type of environment is
the selection of a z0 value for areas covered by penitentes [Nicholson et al., 2016]. Furthermore, as peni-
tentes develop and the surface roughness increases, some of the assumptions of the EB model hold weaker
(uniform ablation, no reflections of shortwave radiation, uniform sky view factor, etc.) and they might be
responsible for the failure to simulate surface change during late summer periods (see Figure 2). In this
study, we select the z0 value suggested by Corripio and Purves [2005] (0.2 m) for penitentes about the same
size of the ones we observed at TA4475 and YE4428 (1.5 m). We note that Corripio and Purves [2005] esti-
mated this value based on a geometrical approach. Using surface sublimation amounts derived from snow
lysimeters, Wagnon et al. [1999] estimated lower values of z0 (0.03–0.04 m) for 0.4 m height penitentes on
the tropical Andes of Bolivia. Other authors have improved estimations of z0 based on eddy covariance
measurements [Litt et al., 2015] or geometrical formulae that use high-resolution digital elevation models
[Nicholson et al., 2016]. Despite the use of a considerably larger z0 value at Tapado and Yeso glaciers, values
of QL at those sites are not extremely larger than those at the other sites, suggesting that other factors, like
wind speed and humidity, largely affect the turbulent fluxes. We also note that the calculation of turbulent
fluxes using a bulk-aerodynamic method provides additional uncertainties to EB model results [Oerlemans
and Grisogono, 2002]. For example, in an analysis of data from Zongo Glacier (Bolivia), Litt et al. [2015]
showed that this method can underestimate turbulent fluxes compared to results from eddy-covariance
methods, and is highly sensitive to surface temperature and the assumed value for z0. Other analyses have
concluded that the bulk-aerodynamic method provides acceptable results on sloped glaciers with a kata-
batic layer [Denby and Greuell, 2000].

5.2. ETI Model Parameters and Performance
The distribution across sites of the optimal ETI model parameters can be explained by the characteristics of
the energy balance at each site. First, the small spread in the optimal ETI parameters observed at sites below
4000 m asl (Figure 6c and 6d) suggest that the overall meteorological and surface conditions are similar at
those sites and it explains the good transferability of its parameters (Figure 7). These conditions are low-
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Figure 11. Hypothesized elevation profiles of the dominant components of surface ablation on debris-free glaciers of the semiarid Andes
of North-Central Chile during the (a) early and (b) late ablation season. Melt, sublimation and refreezing are shown as a percentage of total
ablation (left axis) and total ablation is shown in absolute (but hypothetical) values (right axis).
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albedo surfaces close to melting point, strong radiative forcing and positive values of QH that enhance melt,
as confirmed by the positive correlation between melt and wind speed shown in Figure 10c. For the same
reasons, monthly calibrated and seasonally calibrated ETI parameters have a similar performance below
4000 m asl (Figure 8). Furthermore, as shown in Figure 6e, the large range of ETI parameters that produce a
good performance at JN3127 explains why parameters calibrated above 4000 m asl also produce accept-
able results when used below this elevation. Second, the large spread in the optimal ETI parameters
between 4000 and 5000 m asl is produced when the model attempts to reproduce melt at sites where the
surface is below 08C and the energy inputs are first used to bring the surface to melting point. In those
cases, the strong nighttime radiative cooling causes the surface temperature to drop to large negative val-
ues. After sunrise, the energy inputs are used first to raise the surface temperature to its melting point and,
even though the air temperature is higher than the optimal TT , melt starts a couple of hours later [Pellicciotti
et al., 2008]. However, once the surface temperature reaches the melting point, the strong Sin rapidly produ-
ces high values of melt. The fact that the ETI model simulates melt during the early morning, when no melt
is observed (error T1 in Figure 10a), leads the optimization procedure to compensate through low SRF val-
ues. Similarly, in order to reproduce the diurnal maximum melt rate, the optimization procedure results in
high TF values. Third, the high values of the optimal TT found at Juncal Norte Glacier (>48C) have been
already reported in the literature and represent the temporal delay of melt onset associated with the
removal of the snowpack cold content [Ragettli and Pellicciotti, 2012; Ragettli et al., 2014]. As explained, at
the upper sites there is also a large cold content that needs to be removed before melt starts, but the opti-
mal values of TT are calibrated to low values. This is because a large value of TT at the upper sites would
ignore a large portion of melt occurring with cold temperatures and strong Sin. In fact, the low values of TT

found at sites above 4000 m asl, similar to those at the Pyramid station in the Himalaya (5035 m asl) [Pellic-
ciotti et al., 2012], reflect the fact that a portion of melt occurs when air temperatures are below 08C and Snet

is a large source of energy (Figures 6a and 6b).

As recognized by Sicart et al. [2008] and Hock [2003], the low performance of the ETI model at high-
elevation sites can be explained by the large energy losses from the glacier surface due to radiative cooling
and negative values of QL associated with surface sublimation. These energy losses strongly increase the
cold content of the surface during nighttime, thus undermining the use of an air temperature threshold to
identify the onset of melt. Furthermore, the energy inputs from Snet are not used directly for melt, and thus,
the correlation between melt from the EB model and these energy inputs decreases. A high surface albedo
increases this effect by reducing the magnitude of Snet . In this way, monthly calibrated parameters improve
the performance of the ETI model, because the model adapts to the dominant conditions at each month.
Interestingly, the correlation between the temperature-dependent part of the energy inputs (U) and humid-
ity and air temperature shows no clear relation with elevation. However, the change in the sign of the corre-
lation between this term and wind speed suggests that increasing wind speeds leads to an increase in melt
rates on a low-elevation glacier tongue such as that of Juncal Norte Glacier and to a reduction in melt rates
at high-elevation sites such as that on Guanaco Glacier. We note that, as we derive albedo values from field
radiation data, our results from the EB and ETI models remain a ‘‘best-case’’ scenario in which albedo values
are known. If these measurements were not available, the parameterization of surface albedo would play a
relevant role for the ETI parameter values of snow-covered sites and might introduce some additional
uncertainty. However, the scope of this paper is to establish the limitation and applicability of the ETI model
in terms of its model structure and equations, and we therefore use accurate, measured input data to assess
its performance to separate uncertainty in the model structure from that in the input data. In addition, as
albedo values are less variable for ice than for snow, the ETI parameters of ice-exposed sites are likely not
largely affected.

6. Conclusions

The unique high-elevation multisite data set analyzed in this study spans a large range of latitude (298–
348S) and elevation (3127–5324 m asl) and allows a more comprehensive understanding of the energy bal-
ance of glaciers in the semiarid Andes than previous studies focusing on a single glacier only. We have also
studied the performance of an empirical melt model and have related both the model performance and
parameter values to the dominant energy fluxes and the role played by surface sublimation in particular.
Our main findings are as follows:
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1. Net shortwave and incoming longwave radiations are the largest energy inputs to the glacier surfaces.
Net shortwave radiation is mostly controlled by the disappearance of snow through the surface albedo
and incoming longwave radiation is controlled by altitudinal differences that affect air temperature and
humidity. Turbulent fluxes cancel each other out at the lower sites, but as elevation increases, cold, dry,
and wind-exposed conditions increase the magnitude of negative latent heat fluxes, associated with
large surface sublimation rates.

2. During the early ablation season, melt dominates glacier ablation at the lower sites, but surface sublima-
tion tends to increase with elevation. At sites where the snowpack has a large cold content, an important
part of the available meltwater refreezes. As the ablation season advances, glacier ablation increases in
absolute terms, melt increases its relative importance and surface sublimation is only relevant at sites
such as those on Tapado and Guanaco glaciers. As the snowpack disappears or increases its temperature,
refreezing amounts decrease. In midsummer (January), ablation rates vary from 67.9 mm w.e. d21 at the
lowest site (3127 m asl, �100% corresponding to melt), to 2.3 mm w.e. d21 at the highest site (5324 m
asl, >85% corresponding to surface sublimation).

3. At sites below 4000 m asl, where meteorological and surface conditions are favorable to melt, the ETI
model has a good performance and its parameters are similar across sites (SRF � 97 mm m2 h21 W21

1024 and TF � 50 mm h218C21 1024), allowing a transferability in space and time. At sites above 4000 m
asl, the ETI model has a lower performance and its parameters have a much larger intersite variability,
consistently decreasing the parameter transferability. At the Guanaco Glacier study site (5324 m asl),
results of the ETI model are poor, independent of the parameter set. Melt amounts at those elevations
are very small and thus the implications of using an ETI model for short-term studies focusing on runoff
generation might be minor.

4. At elevations above 4000 m asl, the ability of the ETI model to reproduce melt decreases due to two rea-
sons: (i) the air temperature threshold approach for melt onset does not capture the diurnal variability of
melt in cold and strong irradiated environments, and (ii) negative energy fluxes from the radiative cool-
ing and latent heat fluxes associated with surface sublimation decrease the correlation between melt
and net shortwave radiation. Monthly calibrated ETI parameters provide better results than simulations
with seasonally calibrated parameters.

Building on these findings, we suggest that data collection efforts on these glaciers should be improved
and extended to allow for a more reliable estimation of the physical parameters in the energy balance and
a better understanding of some poorly understood processes, such as refreezing and sublimation. The
incorporation of eddy covariance systems would be useful to improve our understanding of sublimation
processes, especially on areas covered by penitentes. In a region with a large latitudinal variation, such as
the semiarid Andes, an extension of this type of field campaign to other glaciers in Chile or Argentina would
help to better understand ablation patterns and, ultimately, glacier contribution to runoff.

Ablation rates are low where sublimation-favorable conditions dominate. On the long-term, however, they
might result in nonnegligible cumulative mass losses on high-elevation glaciers such as Guanaco Glacier,
and it seems imperative to prove the magnitude of these long-term mass losses and their importance for
runoff generation. As a result, long-term simulations that only use a temperature-index model might need
to be extended (to include an estimation of surface sublimation) or adapted (to improve the simulation of
melt) to calculate glacier ablation in dry environments. In contrast to melt, which largely depends on the
radiation balance, the inclusion of sublimation in a simple parameterization scheme is problematic due to
its large dependence on turbulent processes. On the other hand, simulations of melt could be improved by
replacing the air temperature threshold parameter for another parameterization that includes a representa-
tion of the thermal state of the snow or ice.
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